
Important information about waste sifting and recycling 

We have established new locations for separating our waste in Wessels Have.  In order to 
make the waste handling  work smoothly and hereby to contribute to a more responsible 
and environment-friendly handling of waste it is important that all sorts of our waste end 
up in the right containers.  For hygienic reasons pls. remember also to close bin liners and 
garbage bags properly before throwing them into in the refuse chute.  
By the way: Not handling our garbage and waste properly, will cause extra work for our 
janitors, and it definitely will have consequences for Wessels Have’s local environment, our 
hygiene, health, and safety (bacteria; hazardous and toxic substances etc.).  

Therefore we kindly are asking you to follow our guide: 

Our waste and garbage facilities have gotten new locations 

 In the basement, there is a so-called Closed Cabinet for toxic and hazardous waste
(Miljøskab) and there are differnt containers for cardboard, electronics, hard plastic and 
metal (remember cleaning of plastic and cans). NB Medicine rests or old medicine should 
be delivered back to pharmacies and not stored in the basement.

 Nearby the entrance to Helsingborggade 13 containers for recycling are awaiting your 
batteries, paper and newspapers on the plateau. The container for collecting glass for 
recycling is to be found in the old elevator – remember to empty bottles and jars for food 
scraps and to avoid any noise when handing in. The neighbors will appreciate this very 
much.

 Large pieces of garbage (furniture etc.) must be put into the wooden shed in the middle 
part of the Vennemindevej compound (nearby the playground). Pls. look for the label 
‘STORSKRALD’. Pls. do NOT place any large pieces into the garbage room in the basement.

 Latest news: We have established a small compost facility for all your garden, flower, and  
plant garbage from your terraces, logias or balconies (you will find it nearby the northern 
exit of the parking basement). 

Sorting and sifting actually start in our apartments 

You do not have to install a lot of different collecting 
bins in your kitchen in order to be able to sort waste 
and garbage.  
We have installed containers for hard plastic, small 
electronics, cardboard and metal close to each other 
in the basement. Batteries, glass and paper 
containers at the same place (Helsinborggade 13).   
You can therefore easily plan your waste & garbage 
delivery tour. In this way you can collect much of the 
recyclable waste until your tour goes to the 
appropriate waste and garbage containers. 

- Pls check also the Waste and Garbage Sifting Guide on our home page.

‘Let's work together for recycling and re-use’ . Thanks in advance - The Board of E/F Wessels Have 
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